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Aardvark Pizza & Sub 

"Midnight Munchies"

Visitors to Banff often follow up their mountain adventures with an

expedition to one of the town's raucous bars, which can build a fearsome

appetite. Luckily, this tiny pizza and sandwich place is open until the wee

hours and is ready to satisfy late-night munchies. Aardvark's charmingly

misspelled menu features pizza slices as well as submarines and chicken

wings. Full size pizzas are also available, and there is free delivery

anywhere in Banff. There is very little seating, so most people grab their

slice to go.

 +1 403 762 5500  www.aardvarkpizza.com/  aardvarkpizzabanff@shaw.

ca

 304A Caribou Street, Banff

AB

 by WandererCreative   

Subway 

"Healthy Sandwiches and more"

Be ready to line-up outside and wait for your turn to dine at the Subway

restaurant. This famous fast-food joint is located in a touristy Banff

Avenue and is known for the variety of sandwiches it offers. Visited by

both, locals as well as tourists, you can dine on the greasy Meatball Sub or

customize your own subway sandwich with a lot of ingredients to choose

from.

 +1 403 985 5589  restaurants.subway.com/c

anada/ab/banff/137-banff-

avenue

 kevin_riley74@hotmail.co

m

 137 Banff Avenue Bay 9,

Banff AB
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BeaverTails 

"BeaverTails in Banff"

The significance of Canada's national animal can be seen even in the food

industry. BeaverTails, the highly popular pastry shop around Canada has

been selling pastries stretched into the shape of a Beaver's tail since 1978.

Favorite with locals and tourists alike for their huge range of toppings like

Cinnamon & Sugar, Chocolate Hazelnut, Gelato, Maple Butter and various

others, it's hard not to give into the temptation of trying one. What more,

even Obama and Hilary Clinton are fans of this unique pastry shop and

their delectable pastries.

 +1 403 760 0606  beavertails.com/  info@beavertailsinc.com  120 Banff Avenue, Banff AB
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